The Hallwood "No. 10”

Hallwood Cash Registers
at wholesale prices Columbus, OH, USA
for sale by the B.A. Stevens Co.,
Toledo Ohio

The Hallwood "No. 5

Hallwood No. 10 is similar in design to No. 5, but of
higher registering capacity and a much larger cash
drawer. Dimensions, 17 3/4 inches wide, 18 1/4 inches
deep, 20 1/4 inches high. Registers from 1c. to $5.99, or
5c. to $5.95. Total-adder, capacity $999.99. Key-board
"A" will be sent, unless otherwise instructed. Upright
releasable keyboards, 23 value keys, rotary indicators
showing both back and front. A counter and lock is
attached to the lid covering the adding mechanism
preventing any interfering with, the records. Another
counter-registers each opening of the drawer, and
shows the number of customers waited upon.

No. 5 is designed especially for Soda and Cigar
Counters, and for a single department of any business
where a Register of small capacity is needed.
Dimensions: 11 inches wide, 16 inches deep, 20 inches
high. Registers from 1c. to 99c. or 5c. to 95c., and adds
to a total of $99.99. Unless otherwise specified keyboard
"A" will he sent. Is a total-adder, upright keyboard,
releasable keys, rotary indicators showing both front and
back.

Cabinet, elegant design, solid brass, heavily
nickel-plated.

A counter and lock on the lid covering the adding
mechanism prevents any tampering with the records. A
second counter registers each opening of the drawer,
giving a record of the number of customers waited upon.

No. 10 has no equal in this style at any price--a superior
Cash Register at a very low price.

Cabinet, solid brass artistic design, heavily nickel-plated.

Price, $90.00. f.o.b. factory, Columbus, Ohio.

Hallwood No, 5 combines utility and protection with low
price.
Price, $60.00 f.o.b. factory, Columbus, Ohio.
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and records number of customers. Each of the coverings
are equipped with locks. The Register is thus fully
protected from any meddling or interference of any kind.

The Hallwood "Leader"

Cabinet of solid brass, in exquisite design, heavily nickel.
plated. Dimensions.- 17 3/4 inches wide, 18 1/4 inches
deep, and 20 1/4 inches high.
Equal in workmanship, beauty of design, and protective
features to any other Cash Register selling from $250.00
to $350.00.
The Leader is a complete protection against dishonesty
or carelessness and is a model systematizer, whether
goods are sold for "Cash" or "Credit,"
Price, $125.00 f.o.b. factory, Columbus, Ohio.

The Hallwood "No. 151".

Key-Board "A' 1c. to $9.99.
Key-Board "B" 5c. to $9.95.

The "LEADER" is designed to meet the needs of the
merchant in any line of business where a Cash Register
of this capacity is required.
Registers from 1c. to $9.99 or from 5c. to $9.95, adds to'
a total of $9,999.99.Unless otherwise specified,
keyboard "A" will be sent. It can be reset to zero at any
time, but not without the proprietor's knowledge.
It is a total-adding Cash Register, equipped with a strip
printer which furnishes a complete printed record of each
transaction made, showing its nature and amount and
the, initial of the clerk making it.

Key-Board "A” 1c. to $99.99.
Key-Board "B" 5c. to $99.95.

The "LEADER" has the upright key-board, releasable
keys, (permitting the correction 'of an error caused by de
pressing a wrong key) 27 value keys, 9 initial keys for
clerks, and 5 Department keys, captioned, "Cash",
"Credit". "Received on Account". "Paid Out", and No
Sale".

HALLWOOD No. 151 is adapted to any line of business
requiring a Register of the style of the HALLWOOD
"LEADER", but with a higher registering capacity. The
same system and the same degree of protection is
afforded.

Rotary indicators, showing amount of purchase at back
and front of Register.

Like the Leader, it is a total-adding, strip-printing Cash
Register. Has the upright releasable key-board, 36 value
keys, 6 clerks' initial keys, and 3 Department keys, "Paid
Out", "Received on Account-, and "Credit".

A counter attached to lid covering adding mechanism
prevents any tampering. Another protects the strip
printer. A third registers the opening of the cash drawer,
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The strip printer gives a printed record of each
transaction, its nature and amount. On all "Cash Sales"
and "No Sale" transactions, the clerk's initial is given. On
all other transactions, the written record identifies the
clerk.

take care of the work of two bar-keepers on different
turns, gives a detailed printed record of every
transaction, its nature and amount.
It has the upright releasable keyboard, 27 value keys, 2
Bar-keeper initial keys and 7 Special keys-captioned.
“Cigars”, "Lunch", “Pint", "Pints". "Quarts", "Special”, and
"Paid Out."

Keyboard "A" registering from 1c. to $99.99. Keyboard
"B" from 5c. to $99.95. Adds to a total of $9,999. 99.
When not otherwise specified, key-board "A" will be
sent.

The registering capacity of this machine 5c. to $9.95 and
adds to a total of $9.999.95.

The rotary indicators showing amount of purchase from
both back and front.

Rotary indicators, visible from both back and front
register.

The lid has a counter protecting the adding wheels.
Another counter protects the strip-printing device. A third
registers every operation of the Cash drawer; recording
the number of customers waited upon. Each of the
coverings is equipped with locks.

A counter attached to lid covering adding mechanism
prevents interference with these wheels. A second
counter protects the strip printer. A third registers each
operation of the cash drawer, and gives number of
customers served. All covering and openings are further
protected by locks.
The register is fully protected in every way.

The cabinet is solid brass, artistic design, heavily nickelplated. Dimensions, 17 3/4 inches wide, 18 1/4 inches
deep, and 20 1/4 inches high.

Solid brass cabinet, elegant design, oxidized finish.
No equal on the market for double the price.
Price, $125.00 f.o.b. factory. Columbus. Ohio.

No other Cash Register on the market equaling this in
beauty of appearance, producing results and furnishing,
records that this does is sold for less than $275.00 to
$375.00.

The Hallwood "No. 311"

Price, $150.00 f.o.b. factory. Columbus, Ohio.

The Hallwood “Special”

Key-Board "A" 1c. to $99.99.
Key-Board "B" 5c. to $99.95.
Hallwood No. 311 is a Cash Register equipped with four
separate total additions.
It is four total adding Cash Registers in one cabinet, with
strip printer that gives a complete printed record of each
division or department, its nature and amount, together
with the clerks' initials.

Key-Board from 5c. to $9.95.
The Hallwood "Special"..
The "SPECIAL" is a total-adding, detail-strip printing
Cash Register for Bar and Cafe trade, and is made to

Upright key-board with releasable keys, and 5 special
keys, unless otherwise specified. captioned, "Cash",
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"Received on Account". "Paid Out", "Credit" and "No
Sale". The captions will be changed to suit purchaser
without extra charge.

Supplementary.
With No. 5 and No. 10, no top signs or supplies are
furnished.

Rotary indicators, visible from both back and front of
Register. showing the amount purchased and kind of
transaction.

With the "LEADER", "SPECIAL", "NO, 151", and "NO.
311, one dozen strip printer rolls, one bottle ink and
dropper, and 1000 each, "Received on account", "Paid
out" 'and "Charge" slips are furnished free of charge.
Any other supplies furnished are extra.

The proprietor can see at any time the separate total of
the "Cash Sales", "Received on Account" items, "Paid
Out” items, and "Credit Sales". These records being
given on the four distinct total additions. or, if four
departments are arranged for, a glance will tell the
proprietor the total amount of business done in each at
any time.

A name plate will be furnished with any register at an
extra cost of $2.00. Name to be attacked to back of
Register or made on top sign when one goes with
reigister.

The registering capacity of the “311” is-Keyboard' "A",
1c. to $99.99, or Keyboard "B", 5c. to $99.95. Each
division has an adding capacity of $9,999.99, or the total
of the four divisions is $39,999.99. When not otherwise
specified, keyboard "A" will be sent.

Any desired change in captions permissible on keyboard
will be made at an additional cost of $10, except 311, on
this no extra charge for change is made.
Cash drawer of "Leader", "Special", "No 151", "No. 311"
and "No. 10" have bill holders and private tills with locks.
All cash drawers have locks.

A counter and lock on covering over both adding wheels
and strip printer prevents any tampering with either
giving perfect protection. A counter is attached to each
department key, recording the number of operations of
each in the series. This serves as customer counter and
also makes it impossible to remove any part of the
printed tape without detection.

All Hallwood Cash Registers are total-adders, and are
equipped with resetters, protected by counters and
locks, preventing manipulation of the adding mechanism
without the proprietor’s knowledge.
All keyboards are releasable.

The 311 will take care of any business of any magnitude,
and gives the best system ever devised, and a perfect
protection.

All have customer's counter on drawer or drawer keys.
Bell mufflers on "Leader", "Special", "No. 151" and “No.
311".

Cabinet, solid brass, handsome design, heavily nickelplated.

All are drawer-operated, compelling the closing of the
drawer after each transaction. By so doing the contents
are protected, and dishonesty and carelessness
prevented.

Size 24 inches wide, 18 inches deep, and 22 inches
high.
As a systematizer, for mechanically tabulating the results
of the different divisions of business, the 311 stands
ahead of any other Cash Register ever produced. No
extra time required to operate it.

If sold on extended time, an additional charge will be
made over price given. For cash accompanying order a
discount will be allowed, except on "No. 5".

Price, $300.00 f.o.b. factory. Columbus, Ohio.

The manufacturers of the HALLWOOD CASH
REGISTER guarantee that if any HALLWOOD register is
not all it is represented, if it does not do everything
claimed for it, the purchase price will be refunded.
We make a variety of Cash Registers. Write for special
Catalog. We can save you 50 per cent on your
purchase, and give you the best made.
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